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NEXT MEETING:

SeattJ.e Chapter - Wednesday,

MEETING P;LACE:

City Light ts North Service Center at North 97th St. and
Stone Avenue-2 blocks east of Aurora on North 97th st.

PROGRAK:

At

th~

December meeting of the Seattle Chapter

ALAN BRYAN, former graduate student at the University

of Wasbiiigton and recently of Peabody Museum, YIP-le,
will lead a round table discussion. Puget Sound
archaeology will be the subject or the discussion with
special emphasis on the arcmeology of the Fish Town
Site.

- --

DR. FREDERICK THIEME, Provost of the UniVeJ'sity of Washington, discussed the
plans for the new Washington State Museum at the November meeting of the
Seattle Chapter.
He introduced the talk 'With a few remarks on the purpose of a museum which
included tl'e following: study and collection, instruction, research, and
service to the public.
There is $9SO,ooo available for the building, including $SOO,.ooo f r an the
Judge Thomas Burke estate and $4501 000 appropriated by the state legislature
in 19S.5. ])l the past four years several plans have been studied by the museum
committee 'With the floor space ranging from 41,ooo square feet to as high as
97 ~000 square feet. This last figure would not be at all feasible vd th the
amount of money there is to spend.

•

The present plan calls far 40,380 square feet which should fit the budget.
of this space is to be devoted to exhibition areas and 60% to work and
storage areas. The total area will be 1500 square feet larger than the old
museum.

40%
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There is to be a multipurpose roan and a classroom which will accomodate 200
people. Flexibility is to be the keynote at the design.

•

The space in tm present plan is to be divided as follows: administration
1 1 080 aquare teet, zoology 4,.300 square feet, anthropology S,SOO ~uare feet,
education 2,300 square feet, workroans 1,400 square feet, labora1;oey tar
archaeolog.r 1 1 000 square feet, library 41 000 square feet, exhibition area fer
zooioa and geology 61 000 square feet, exhibition area for anthropology 91 000
square feet, and ball space of about 71 000 square feet.
·
The architect is now working on preUminary drawings which must be approved
the architectural commission. construction is expected to begin :ln approx-

by

imately one year.

---

PALUS CHAPl'ER NEWS

The Pal.us Chapter of the Washµigton Archaeological SOQiety
Todd Hall on NQVember 16, 19S9.

me~

in Roan

41&4,

Mr. Rick Sprague, graduate student in Anthropology, gave a very interesting
illus~ated lecture on iu,s last SUl!lllers excavations at two sites along tre

Columbia River. One site was at Rocky Reach Reservoir north ~f Wenatchee. and
the other at Sun Lakes state Parke The latte~ is located between Dry Falls and
soap La.lee. He reported that these sites did not yield a great deal ot cultural
material. Colored slides were Shawn and Mr. Sprague explained the different
phases of the excavations. There was a crew of five on one project and eight
on the other.

•

planning to go to Mexico City during Chris'bnail
vacation for the Anthropological Congress and would like to know i f any of the

Kr. and Mrs. Steve Allured are

Seattle group will be attending. If you plan to go, please contact them at
321 Sunset Drive, pnl J man, Washington.

---

REPORT WRITING SFBSION - DECEMBER 13, 19S9
The next report writing session will be held on .sundq, December
2:00 P.M. at the Nelson residence, 706 16th North.

13, 19)9, at
..

At the last "Third Floor" session wark to date on the 4SKT6 Report was reViewed and plans mapped for future vcrk. ~. Nordquist and Mr. Crabtree will
direct the December 13th meeting at which time work w.Lll be· done on bone and
stone with some actual writing of the text ·o f the report.

For further inf'ormation }>lease call

Mr. Nelson, FA 3-721S.

-- -
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Regarding the review ot my book "Stone Age on the Col\IDbia River" in the
Washington .Archaeologist (which I considered very gratity.l.ng) I would l:lke
to make the following comments on the criticisms:
Whalebone clubs - I have seen several bird etfia clubs but· only three having
anthropemGrphic faces• And the face may be Northwest Coast, note the picture
in screenings, Vol. 8, NO. ll, page 4. The club :ln Fig. SS ot 'lfl9 book has a
.race on each side; in the forthcoming second printing this plate will be redone
to shaw it clearly. That raw whalebone was imported 1s known, I saw one large
piece, partially worked, that came frcm stte C0-7, and have heard of others.
Nose omaments - While the picture is so entitled the text is qualified by
There is no evidence that they were so used, although
there is ample ethnological. evidence that nose ornaments were worn. I base UtY'
premise on the fact that some of them arepund down sniooth, requiring a great
deal of work and certainly no benefit for using as a fish gorge. The longest
in the picture measures three inches, rather long for a gorge. And to my lmawledge oone has ever been fo\Uld anywhere except in burials, i t they were gorges
one should oacasionally be uncovered in the old village sites. I know of none
that canes f:rom below The Dalles.

, n~teurs believe, etc."

•

Girdled hammeratones

too, there is no ethnologic;al evidenae that hafted
In searching the shores I have picked up
dozens of broker) mauls, but never a broken girdled sinker. It is true that
some show evidence ot battering. About a river fishing village banded sinkers
we.re plentiful, especially on the lower river. I have left many of than lying
on the bank. It is recorded that the natives used, in addition to the maul, a
river pebble of sui-table shape. It vculd have been normal to pick up ~ convenient banded sinker to ~ive with, there were no other stones han<V' to use in
the usual lower river village. Their shape is such that the end would have been
used to drive with. The hatted hammer would have had no advantage over the maul
far driving horn or wooden wedges.
~Here,

haDDners were used on the Columbia,

Mr. :Sutler says he has seen maey girdled mauls tram the ColumbiaJ I have hunted

her shores for years and have yet to see one that shows the battering of the
many broken and unbroken mauls I have seen.

•

I do not understand why this book should be considered as justification for
wanton and indiscriminate -digging. It is JD1' belief that the public has a
vested right to see, read about, and enjoy this cultural. heritage that belongs
to an. The failure of qualified archaeologists to author books aimed at the
general public is regrettable; the public has a right to lmow. This is one
reason why the Oregon Archaeological Society holds an annual public exhibition,
and the object of their bulletin screEPings. The usual archaeological report
cannot be considered as f'ultil.Ung the need for general publio enlightenment
and enjoyment. If this book increases the awareness of the public to the
science, and arouses a desire to ires8l'V'e that which still remains, it- will have
served its purpose. The fact that a dozen or so will abuse their rights and indulge in destruction is no reason ~y thousan4s should be denied the right to ·
have access to a knmdedge about What is p~esent in their midst. It is our
duty to educate those who 1V0uld destroy, and not to keep secret what shG>ul.d be
general knowledge.

-- -
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There have been numerous discussions in the literature concerning the relationship of art styles and motits of the Lower Columbia River region and the Northwest Coast. (Butler, 1957J Duff, 19S6, PP• lll-ll3; steward, 1927J Warren,
195809, pp.21-23; and Wingert, 1952, PP• 24-7 ). Most of the discussion has
risen from the comparison of selected examples of Columbia River art wit h the
better lmavm art styles ot the Northwest Coast. This procedure is to be expected in the process of defining art styles and relationships of an area like
the IDwer Columbia, 'Which although adjoining the much studied Northwest Coast,
has received littl e attention itself'.
Numerous elements or motifs have been described in dealing with the art of the
Lower Columbia, but one element which recurs time and again has not, to my
knowledge, been mentioned. This is a face or head outline which is heartshaped on the top half and rounded across the bottom. Ii; usually appears in a
rather squat fashion so that the breadth is somewhat greater than the height.
It may or ~not be used in conjunction v·d th other elements such as appendages
above, below, or at the sides • .

•

n1ustrations exhibiting this feature may be seen in Butler (1957) 1 in· the
photographs on page 16o1 the left photograph in the middle of page 161, and in
tm head outJ.ine of Tsagiglalal on page 163. The eyebrow and mouth arrangements
of the pipe bawl photographed on page 164 exhibit this form but the lines delineating the rest of the face have not been completed.
steward (1927) illustrates carvings which show ~-:euch a face in "D" and "J" of'
Plate 11 and :in Figure 1 1 page 2$9. Several of the carvings shown in Plate l
have faces of similar outline but are somewhat unusual in that the height of
tpe faces is greater than the breadth.
Illustrations numbered 2, 3 1 6, and 12 in Wingert (1952) show the style of face
o~tJ.ine being described.
-A petroglyph illustrated by strong

(19S9) in the upper right photograph on page

103 shows this head outline on a bird body.

Other photographs occur in Screenings, the periodical publication ot the Oregon
Society• These are as follows:

Ar~haeological

•

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

4,
4,
4,
4,

No. 41 1955, P• 21
No. 7, 1955, P• 1 1
No. 9, 1955; p. l,
No. ll, 195$, P• 21

Vol.

4,

No. 12, 1955, P• 2,

5; No. 1, 1956, p. 2 1
Vol. S, No. 61 1956, P• 1,
Vol. 6, No. 11; 19$7, P• 4,
Vol. 6, No. 12, 1957, P• 21
Vole 71 No. 91 19$8, P• l,
Vol.

upper illustration at left.
bottom of page. This one has a pointed chin.
the petroglyph at the lower left of the page
shcms the same outline used as the bodies of
bird farms.
the upper right photograph shows the same face
as Vol. 4, No. 7, but otilner faces above and
below are shown•
photo in middle Qi" page.
clay face in the upper illustration.
face on upper zoomorphic mortar.
bottom photo.
·
1eft photograph.
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The same head outline is adapted to basketry by means ot straight lines and
angles. This geometric version is familiar on the cylindrical Wasco sott bags
commonly caUed 11 8~ bags"• Mason (1902) illustrates these in Plates 168 and

•

169.
~

.

'While this list is not eXhaustive it is felt that an examination of the photographs cited will amply justif7 the C()nsideration of this type ot .face or head
outlin~ as an aztt element or motif 'Which is highly characteristic of the Lower
Columbia.
·
Recently the author examined a private collection of materials collected frcn
coastal British Col\IDbia and found a stone mortar with highly distinctive
decoration. This mortar was reported by its present owner, the daughter of the
man who found the Sf2Cimen, to have been recovered at the Village of "Old"
Metlakatla on the British Columbia coast. Its location is reputed to have been
on the beach just below the low t:ide mark. The exact year of discovery is not
known but was prior to the 1920' s.

The mortar is ma.de of a rather friable, fine-grai.ned1 hornblende diorite. It
is rounded and rather mnall.er in diameter at the bottom than at the top. The
greatest diameter is above the center of the bowl. The bottom is flat. There
is little variation in the wall thickness and the discrepancy from a true circle
is slight. The height of the wall of the object is sligh~ greater on one side.
The height is 6-S/8 inches and the maxjjnum diameter is 9-S/8 inches.
The mortar is pecked and ground in a rounded low relief.' and all traces of the
peaking process have been ground away. Four faces are arranged around the outside · of the bowl. Between the faces are arranged horizontal lines in low relief. These are sanewhat reminiscent of the ribs found in sane Northwest Coast
and Columbia River carving, although it is, perhaps, mare likely that they are
only decorative lines.

•

The faces are the features 1'hich occupy our iresent interest in this obJect.
will be noted in the accompanying plate,, these faces are virtually identical
in form to those described for the Lower Columbia region. The eyes are oval in
outJ.ine vd th solid centers. The mouth is also an elongated oval. The cheek
regions are excavated and open. It will be noted in the plate that all the
faces are not identical, rather there are tvo pairs. Between two of the faces
there is more space and the horizontal lines which fill this space are therefore longer and more prominent. This point has been placed in the center of
the laid-out design. Tie faces adjacent to this wider area are similar. This
pair has a greater portion of filled design below the eyes lvhich redmes the
area or cheek lef't open to such extent that tle cheek openings do not ~tend
across the face below the nose. The two faces farther from tie aforementioned
break also form a pair. These have less area left at full level below the eyes
which tends to increase the area of cheek sutficientJ.y for the cheek openings
to extend across the t aces below the nose. llhether these variations were delibera~ introduced or grew ·011t ot lack of proper spacing cannot,, of course,,
be determined, but it the latter possibility is true the maker still had sufficient contrpl aver spacing to maintain 81JllDle'try.
As

In a comparison of tn~e faces w.t.th those occurring in the Lower Colmbia
Valley- it .m~ be noted that the. outlines of the faces are similar, it not
identical, to .those found in the Columbia region. .The ayes are not dissinrila:r.

•

•
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The mouth, however, is unusual when compared to those found in the latter area
where the extremities of the · mouth are usually elevated to produce the commonly
called "grinning face motif" •

The design utilized for this mortar is not felt to be uniq~ on the Northwest
Coast but j.ts presence is not common. Duff (19.$6) illustrates a few examples
of stone carvings which bear sindlar head or face outlines. In Fig. 4, page 70,
he presents a bowl, originally ill~trated by momons (19.$3), from the Nooksak
area showing a face of similar outJ.ine. Details of eyes, mouth, and cheeks are
different.
of Plate 17, page 144., a bowl from Ma.Yne Island appears to shov1
such a face; this example has a single-line grinning mouth. i!l8 face on
of
Plate 18, a bowl from Port Hammond would have such an outJ.ine if seen from the
front. In Plate 19, "A", a possible spear-thrower weight from Yale, and "I" a
human figure charm from Hope, both have faces of similar outJ.ine although other
features vary. nxverarity (19S0) illustrates a copper ~ Figure 1S4 which incorporates a face of the outJ.ine utlier cons:ideration for its central design and
then utilizes faces oi' that shape also for eyes. In .Screenings, Vol. 61 No. 81
1957, page 4,, there appears a photograph of a petrogl.Wh apparently taken on
Shake Island in 'Wrangell BGY', Alaska, which shows a face of similar outJ.ine.

"K"

"C"

It appears that tle rounded bottaned, heart-shapeQ. face is a motif of fairly

•

wide distribution. While it is most characteristic of the IJ:>wer Columbia it
also · occurs wide1y· on the Northwest Coast. Along with methods o:t: depicting

eyes, ribs, joints, and such details cited in the ,literature, this is another
element or motif showing the close relationship between the art styles of the

tw:> areas. Whether the motif spread from the Columbia northward, culminated in
one portion oi' an area of widespread distribution, or diffused south to the
Lower Columbia and there achieved a great popularity, cannot be ascertained
from the information available at this time. However, on the basis ot exami.nation of other art forms in the two areas 'Where this face or head outline
occurs one finds that the pattern which most nearly resembles it is the pattern
formed by t lE very stylized heavy curved eyebrows which are common on £aces in
art of'· the Northwest Coast region. A line drawn to continue the pattern o-f tm
eyebrow and the chin pf many of' these faces produces exactly the outJ.ine that
we have been describing. It is i'ar more reasonable to expect the simplified
face or head outJ.ine to have derived from portions of the Northwest Coast face
style than the other way around. This muld; I feel, add weight to the last of'
the three alternatives presented above, i,e., that t.he motif' spread south to
the lower Columbia and there became a cllaractetistic motif.
It is to be hoped that further controlled excavation may answer problems of this
nature.

*

•

The author wishes to acknowledge his gratitude to the owner of the specimen
described herein for her gracious permission to allow the object tc be presented in this fashion. Her desires to remain anonymous have been respected.
The author also owes a debt of gratitude to Del Nordquist for drawing the
three views of the mortar on the right of' the Plate, and to Charles G. Neleon
for the analysis of the material used. The laid-out design on the lett oi'
the plate was taken from the mortar by a rubbing process and reduced by
means of a pantograph.
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